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Compactification, Baire functions, and Daniell integration 
By E D G A R R. LORCH in New York (N. Y., U.S.A)* 
Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to expose precise relations within and between 
'the domains of compactification, Baire functions, and Daniell integration. The 
principal method exploited to this end is a new topology, called the i-topology, 
which we have developed on an earlier occasion [5], which when introduced into 
any compact space is finer than the compact or /?-topology. Our interest in compac-
tification centers upon the more delicate notions of pseudo-, countable, and real-
compactifications. It seems fair to say that up to the present time these have not 
always been defined and approached in such a way as to make their theories comple-
tely transparent. In terms of the t-topology, all the essential results are quite element-
ary. 
In order to carry through this study, it is necessary to construct the standard 
compactification. We abandon the traditional notion of compactifying a completely 
regular space with respect to.the set of all bounded continous functions in favor of 
the much, more precise, setting made available by contemporary topological algebra 
of compactifying an arbitrary set of points with respect to a Banach algebra of func-
. tions defined over it. The compactification is of course the structure space. This pro-
cedure gives all compactifications, not merely the Stone—Cech compactification, a 
very real advantage related to the fact that the notion of an algebra is finer than that 
of a topology (distinct algebras correspond to the same topology). The standard com-
pactification is carried through using the notion of maximal positive cones of 
functions. This method is essentially equivalent to that of maximal convex ideals. 
It may be pointed out in passing that the method of filters of zero-sets has the very 
real disadvantage that a most interesting class of singular functions, precisely those 
defining the pseudocompactification have no zeros and therefore are automatically 
excluded from any filter procedure. 
It should be mentioned in this connection that the question of obtaining all 
compactifications of a given completely regular space has been studied in detail 
by Yu. SMIRNOV who based his results on the theory of proximities. We shall not 
elaborate on the rapport between these two formulations of ' the problem." 
The compactification of a set § with respect to a Banach algebra of functions 
B is .obtained by adjoining..to_<£ all maximal positive cones. These are of two types, 
* This work was carried out in part under N . S. F. Grant 14.357: The material of this paper 
has been presented at various universities during 1961 —62 in lectures held under the aegis of the 
Mathematical Association of America. 
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the strong which contain functions (singular!) with empty zero-sets and the residual 
or weak cones. The realcompactification is obtained by adjoining to the base 
space S the set of points consisting of the weak cones. If one adjoins the strong 
cones, one obtains a pseudocompactification (equivalent to countable compacti-
fication for zero-sets)! Adjoing to"^ both-types, one obtains the compact space 
and the algebra B"" of all continuous functions over < f \ The ^-topology over 
is the weak topology induced by the functions of 
Starting with the functions in one constructs, the algebra I of all bounded 
Baire functions over S^.. The i-topology is the weak topology induced over § 
by the functions of I. It is central to áll the problems we consider. For example, 
the realcompactification of S introduced by E. HEWITT is the t-closure in of S. 
Or again, <f is pseudocompact if and only if it is t-dense in <T"\ These topological 
facts explain why there is a unique realcompactification but. no unique pseudo-
compactification. The latter is characterized in nine distinct ways. 
While on this subject one or two remarks may be made. The points correspond-
ing to weak maximal cones are topologically very complicated to describe and for 
all purposes of denumerable.analysis seem superfluous. Thus it may be that for a 
large class of problems pseudocompactness rather, than compactness is desirable. 
For another thing, it would seem that the common distinction in the literature of 
two algebras over <f, that of the bounded and that of the unbounded functions, seems 
largely unnecessary. A space admits an unbounded continuous function if and 
only if it admits a bounded singular function without zeros. 
Turning to integration, the nexus of questions concerning Daniell integrals 
can be elucidated in the frame of this investigation. Necessary and sufficient conditions 
are given on the measure distribution over S^ of a linear functional F in order 
that F be a Daniell integral or an anti-integral over S. Finally, it is shown that the 
space is realcompact with respect to the algebra I. 
For general information concerning rings of continuous functions, the reader 
is referred to the comprehensive work of GILLMAN and JERISON [1]. The author 
wishes to express his thanks to LEONARD GILLMAN and to H I N G T O N G for reading 
the manuscript carefully and making many suggestions. In particular, T O N G has 
pointed out that the principal purpose of the algebraic device of a cone © is to 
introduce the class of ^-vicinities associated with it. This class contains more infor-
mation than the standard filters. Once the family of these classes is obtained the 
proofs proceed essentially along topological lines. 
1. Notations 
We introduce the fundamental structures to be considered throughout this 
paper. We consider an arbitrary set & of points x,y,z, .... Real valued functions 
on S will be represented by j\ g, h, ...; thus f(x) is real for each x£S. We consider, 
in particular, a Banach algebra B of bounded functions of this type. Note that B 
is commutative. The norm in B is the uniform one: IIf\\ = sup \f(x)\. The set B is 
xiS 
assumed to contain the constants; the constant function "one" is indicated by 
e:e(x) = \, Real numbers will frequently be - represented by a, ft, A, /i, . . . . 
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We shall suppose that B distinguishes points of S\ given x, x^y, there exists 
f£B such that f ( x ) ^ f ( y ) . 
The algebra B is, as is well known, a lattice. The lattice operations are indicated 
by f v g and / A g . Also, / + = / v 0 ; / - = ( - / ) v 0 ; and | / | = / + + / " . I f / £ B , we 
s a y / i s singular in case there exists no g in B such that f g = e. As u s u a l , / s 0 if and 
only i f / = | / | . If / is not singular, it is called regular. 
We shall use frequently the following fact : Let /£B and suppose / S O . Then 
f is singular if and only if for each e > 0 there exists an x£.$ such that f(x) < e. We 
prove the non-trivial portion of this statement. Suppose / i s bounded away from 
zero. To simplify the computation, assume also that | | / l l = l . Thus for x£&, 
0 s l - / ( x ) s l - e for some a, 0 < £ < 1 , and | | e - / | | < l . T h u s / - 1 ^ ¿ ( e - / ) " . 
n — 0 
We shall write / o 0 to indicate that / s 0, that / is singular, and that for each 
x£fi,f(x)>0. For a n y / £ B , the set of zeros o f / , {x\x^S, f(x) = Qi}, will be denoted 
by %(f). Thus / | > 0 implies %(f) = 0. We shall refer to %(f) as the 
zero set of / . 
An elementary but critically important fact about zero-sets is: The intersection 
of denumerably many zero-sets is a zero-set. Proof: Let {/,} be a sequence in B. 
Replacing/, by gn = \f„\Ae, we see that %{f„) = %(gn) and that IIgn\\ s i . 
The function f=Z2~"sn is clearly in B and & ( / ) = f | %>{f„)-
n ~1 n = l 
2. Cones of functions 
The fundamental idea basic to our further discussion is that of cone of positive 
functions to which, for short, we shall refer as a positive cone. A non-empty set £ 
of functions f in B is said to form a positive cone (p. c) if: (1) / 6 G implies / S O ; (2) 
/£ © implies f is singular; (3) f g imply « / + & € S for a > 0 , /] > 0 . (Actually, 
positive homogeneity is not necessary in the definition; it is automatic for maximal 
positive cones.) 
The totality, of positive cones may be partially ordered by set inclusion. By 
ZORN'S lemma, there exists • a maximal positive cone (m. p. c) containing any 
given positive cone. By a weak maximal positive cone © (w. m. p. c) is meant a 
m. p. c. such that / 6 © implies that there exists x^S such that f(x) = 0. In other 
words © is a w. m. p. c. if and only if © is a m. p. c. and (S contains no /{> 0. By a 
strong maximal positive cone @ (s. m. p. c.) is meant a m. p. c. which is not weak, 
hence one which contains at least one / for which /l> 0. 
A p. c. 6 is called a very strong positive cone (v. s. p. c) providing/6 G implies 
• / > 0 . By ZORN'S lemma, there exists a maximal very strong positive cone (m. v. s. 
p. c.) containing any given v. s. p. c. Note that if S is a m. v. s. p. c. then 6 is not 
a m. p. c. since whereas 0 is in every m. p. c. 
Let S be a m. p. c. Suppose /6® and that g in B is such that O^g^f Then 
This may be seen from fact that {ag + h: a SO, /z£@} is a p. c. including S. 
Since 6 is maxima], g 6 6. In particular, if © is a m. p. c., and if we have / £ S, g € B, 
gSO, then implies 
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Suppose © is a m. p. c. Let {/,} be a sequence such that /„ £ © and f— ]?fn 
,1 = 1 
converges uniformly. Then / £ © . The proof follows. Note that / s 0; also, since 
/ i + . . • + /„ (which is in 6) is singular and by the uniform convergence of the above 
ser ies , / i s singular. The set {h: h -• a / + g , a SO, g£©} is clearly a p. c. containing 
©. Since © is maximal, / € © . 
Let x0 be a fixed point in £ and let 6 = { / : / s O , / ( x 0 ) = 0}. Then © is evidently 
a p. c. It is also a m. p. c. (and hence a w. m. p. c) as we shall show. For if © were 
not maximal, it would be contained properly in a m. p. c. 6 ' and hence there would 
exist in ©' a function g such that g(x0) = 1. Since ©' is maximal CAg£©'. Writing 
h = e — e A g we see that h S 0 and that h (x0) = 0 and hence h £ 6 . Thus h -f e A g = e 
is in ©'. This is impossible since e is regular. Thus © is maximal. 
A m. p. c. such as © in the preceding paragraph is called a fixed m. p. c. All 
other m. p. c. are free. From now on, unless the contrary is expressly indicated, 
the phrase m. p. c. will always refer to a free m. p. c. 
Let %9 denote the class of w. m. p. c.; let §> denote the class of s. m. p. c.; 
let T S denote the class of m. v. s. p. c. Note that by definition, L\f fl & = 0. We 
shall write also, abusing somewhat notational niceties, §> Pi $ = 0 and °W OS" = 0. 
We shall establish a 1 — 1 correspondence between § and "fS. 
T h e o r e m 1. Let and let ©' = { / : / £ © , / > 0}. Then-® is a m. v. s. p. c. 
The mapping <P: §>^-°f§> defined by $(©) = ©' is a bijection. 
P r o o f . We show first that ©' is a m. v. s. p. c. If f g £ © , / [ > 0 and g|> 0 then 
f + g l > 0 (note that / + g £ © and hence is singular) and a/OO for a > 0 . Thus £ ' 
is a v. s. p. c. It is easy to see that © may be reconstructed from ©' as follows: For 
/"£©' consider the set Tcf of all g ^ O such that g S / . Then U S L . (Note that 
if g 6 ©, /€©' then g + / 6 © ' and g = g + / - ) This argument shows that the mapping 
(l> is an injection (one-to-one) into the set of v. s. p. c. 
Let 2) be any m. v. s. p. c. which contains ©'. Let © be any m. p. c. 'which 
contains S>. Then $(®)ZDS) and since © is a m. v. s. p. c., <P(©) = SD. By the preced-
ing paragraph, since S D S ' , ©D©. Since © is maximal © = © and 5D = 6' . This 
shows that the range of $ lies in °f$; a slight variation to the above argument 
shows that $ is in fact a bijection on °fa>. 
By virtue of this theorem we may identify the sets §> and °f§>. 
3. Adjunction of ideal points 
In this section we adjoin "ideal" points to £ produce various compactifications. 
Also we show how to extend any function / i n B to these new points. The adjunction 
of points is a simple matter. Each m. p. c. © will be called a point and will be denoted, 
according to need, by ©, x^ or x. The extension of the functions to these new points 
requires some investigation. In the meanwhile we may introduce the following 
D e f i n i t i o n 1. The set will be denoted by £'. The set ( f U S will be 
denoted by S\ The set IUTUS will be denoted by <T\ 
Note that <T n<T = g\ 8' U<T = <f"\ 
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Our first step toward extending the functions of B to the new points in d?"" 
is to introduce a notion of ¿'-vicinity of an ideal point. Let G be any m. p. c. and let 
/ 6 G , £>0 . Then the set %l(f e) = {x: / (x) <e, x 6 i } is called an S-vicinity of 
Note that s i nce / is singular, lEC/", E) is not empty. If % = ^lEC/i, £,) and % = 
= 6M(f2,e2) are given, then, setting' £ =inf (e,", e2), / = / , +f2, and 6tE = el£(/, fi), 
we have ^ E c 6 ^ Pi elC2 • Thus the intersection of a finite number of ^-vicinities 
contains an <f-viciriity. 
T h e o r e m 2. Let G be- any m. p. c. Let / 6 B. Then the're exists a unique real 
number A (A = A(/j G)) with the property: For every e > 0 there exists an S-vicinity 
such that x 6 'IP implies | /(x) —A| <e. The function \f \ is in G if and only if X =0 . 
P r o o f . For an arbitrary ¿ > 0 and g in G, let IE ^ l E f j i , <5). F o r / 6 B , let 
Meĵ ji = {a: x6"If. a n d / ( x ) = a}. The sets M^f have the finite intersection property. 
Since for each "IE, Me^ lies in the closed interval {a: | a | s | | / | | } , there is a point X 
common to the closure of all sets Me^. The function \f—Xe\ is singular and the 
above argument demonstrates the singularity of \f— Ae|+g where g€G. Since 
G is maximal. \ f —Xe\ 6G. If A and p belong to the closure'of all sets Me^ then since 
\X — p\e-& I/— Xe\ +1/— pe\6G, it is clear that A = /<. Now let e > 0 be given. Let 
<\t = %l(\f-le\,£). Then xtV- implies | /(X)-A[<E. 
Suppose/6 G and let the number associated t o /be X. Then the previous paragraph 
shows that \ f— Xe\ 6G.. Since \ f— 0e |6G and since the number X is unique, we have 
1 = 0 . Now suppose t h a t / 6 B and that for the associated number A, we have A=0. 
Then, as above, \f — Ae|6G, that is, | / | 6 G . This completes the proof.. 
T h e o r e m 3. Let (£ be a m. p. c. and let = Vc be the mapping: f — A of the 
preceding theorem. Then V'a is an algebra and lattice homomorphism. Thus if ip$f = A 
• and ij/Qg = p, then 
(1) -
(2) Mf+g) A--//; 
(3) M f ' g ) = /••/«; 
(4) ,/,,:/! = |A|. 
If in an -vicinity IE, fix) is close to A and if in g(x) is close t o p , then in 
^ICfl'A9, f+g is close to X + p and f g is close to X-p. Similarly for the remaining 
•cases. 
Given / 6 B , we shall extend it to be a function over in the following 
manner: if x 6 ^ 9 U S , that is, if x w e set . / " (*) = A, where the number 
A is defined in the theorem 2. If x6'<f, we set / ~ ( x ) = / ( x ) . By virtue of theorem 3, 
the algebraic and lattice-theoretic operations on the functions / commute "with the 
extension operation That is, (f + ,?)Tv) = /~ (x ) + g~(x) = ( f ~ + g~)(x), 
hence = etc. 
The totality of functions is called B^. It is clear from theorem 2 that 
sup | /~(x) l=sup |/(x)|, hence we may introduce the supremum norm in B~ and 
.* £ <5^ xiS 
-we have ll/~ll =II/| |. This (and the preceding paragraph) shows.that the mapping 
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f — f ~ is an algebraic, lattice-theoretic, and metric isomorphism of B onto B \ 
In particular the spaces have isomorphic adjoint (or dual) spaces. 
I f a n d if S~ is a subset of for which g~ dS, we shall denote by 
f~ the restriction o f / " to g~. The totality of functions f~ will be denoted by B~. 
As before we see that the mapping f--f~ is an algebraic, lattice-theoretic, and 
metric isomorphism of B onto B~. If, in particular, g~ =$' (g~ — g'), we shall 
be concerned with functions f € B' (/V £ B;). 
We shall introduce a topology in <f~\ Consider the family of zero-sets of the 
functions of { % ( / " " ) 6 B~}.^Note that if and then 
Thus the zero-sets of B^ are the base for the closed sets of a topology. 
It is this topology which is introduced into It is easy to see that this topology 
is precisely the weak topology on that is, it is the coarsest topology which 
renders continuous all the functions in The topology thus introduced in 
will be called the p-topology. The /^-topology on is a separated or Hausdorff 
topology. To show this, it suffices to prove (since the jS-topology is defined by means 
of the functions £ B~) that B^ distinguish points in <f"\ If x0 £ g, it is easy to 
see that the totality of functions / = 0 such that / (x 0 ) = 0 is a fixed m. p. c. If x 0 £ 
— g then by theorem 2, the totality of functions / ^ 0 such that f"\xQ) —0 
is a free m. p. c. Now, let x, x^y. Then if x,y£g, there exists by hypothesis 
a n / 6 B such that f(x) ^f(y). If x££ and y £¿T" — g, then the two maximal positive 
cones in question cannot be the same since one is fixed and the other free. Thus, 
once more, there exists / 6 B such that / ^ ( x ) ^ f ~ ( y ) . If x, y 6 — S, then x^y 
implies that there is an / £ B such that / ~ ( x ) = 0 (see theorem 2) and f^(y) ^ 0. 
Thus in all cases, we see that the functions of distinguish points and hence the 
j8-topology on g is separated. One of our principal purposes will be to introduce 
later another characteristic topology in < f \ In order to avoid confusion, we shall 
speak of sets as being jS-open or j3-closed rather than merely open or closed. If 
g c g ~ the relative topology on <$~ is the weak topology on S~ generated 
by the functions of B~. 
Notice that the ^-vicinities of a m. p. c. © are the traces on g of /?-open neigh-
borhoods of the point X(s associated to This shows that g is /¡(-dense in since 
for each m. p. c. the «^.-vicinities of © are not empty. 
4. Compactness properties 
We establish briefly the /^-compactness properties of 
Theorem- 4. The space g^ with the P-topology is compact. The algebra 
is the algebra of all P-continuous functions on 
P r o o f . We show that if g is any family of closed sets having the finite inter-
section property, there exists a point x£g^~ such that x belongs to each SF in 
First of all, we replace each by a class of zero-sets whose intersection is J5". This 
gives a family of zero-sets having the finite intersection property. 
Let SD denote a set of functions / £ B such that ( 1 ) ( 2 ) for e a c h / 6 ® , 
% ( / ~ ) is a set in g ' ; (3) for each 2 F t h e r e is an /62D such that = 
Let E denote the set of all finite linear combinations / = ot1f1 +... +anfn, f^Q, 
A 14 
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otj £ 0 . Then © is a p. c. since / = 0 and since by the finite intersection property, 
/ i s singular. Now © is included in a m. p. c. ©'. Let xg< be the point in associated 
with Then /£©=>/£©'=>/~(xG . ) = 0 . Thus x e <£,F for each . T e g . 
We have seen earlier that the ^-topology on is separated. Thus the above 
paragraph shows that S ^ is /5-compact. Now, note that B^ separates points of 
and is uniformly closed. Thus by the Stone—Weierstrass theorem, B~ is the 
set of all ^-continuous functions on S ^ . 
D e f i n i t i o n .2. The space $~z>$ is fi-countably compact if any countable 
covering of S~ by co-zero sets has a finite subcover. 
Note that , the usual definition involves open sets and not co-zero sets. 
T h e o r e m 5. The space is fi-countably compact. 
We have seen in section 1 that the denumerable intersection of zero-sets is a 
zero-set. Let $ be any denumerable family of zero-sets in = !F 2 , ...}, 
which has the finite intersection, property. Assume for a moment that OF = where 
& — fl Then by a now standard construction there exists a positive singular 
n=l 
function / such t h a t / O 0. Clearly, / i s in some s. m. p. c. © and hence x<j by 
definition. Also/ v (xe) = 0, a contradiction. Hence SF and the theorem is proved. 
D e f i n i t i o n 3. A space <?~3<f is said to be fi-realcompact if and only if given 
. any point — S~, there exists a function / 6 B such that f~ 1>0 and f i x ) = 0. 
Thus, if is j8-realcompact, for x ^ S " — <#~, there exists a function which 
is /^-continuous on S~ (of the form / ~ _ 1 ) which cannot be extended continuously 
to any set containing x. . 
T h e o r e m 6. The space S' is fi-realcompact. It is the smallest fi-realcompact 
space containing S. 
P r o o f . We have seen in § 2 that if © is a m. p. c., i f / „ € © , n = \, 2, ..., and 
i f / — 2 fn converges uniformly, then / € © . Moreover, if © is a w. m. p. c. then 
n=l 
%>(f)v*0. Since %>(f) = f l &(/«)> this implies that for any sequence {/„} in a 
« = i 
w . m . p . c . , H %>(/„) 5^0-
n = l • • -
We show that $ ' is /?-realcompact. Let x 0 6 — <§'. Then x0 arises from a 
s. m. p. c., hence there exists a function / € B such that / O 0 and / ~ ( x 0 ) = 0. It can 
easily be seen that / ' [ > 0 , that is, that x^S' — S implies f'{x) > 0. For if©* denotes 
the w. m. p. c. corresponding to. x, then f'(x) = 0 implies that %>{f)-7i0. Thus / 0 0 
implies / ' > 0. 
We show now that if S~ is such that and if S~ is /?-realcompact then 
Since S~ is /?-realcompact, there exists for each — a n / € B such 
, t h a t / ~ > 0 while / ~ ( x ) = 0. Clearly, f~ D>0 i m p l i e s / 0 0; and the argument in the 
previous paragraph shows that / 0 0 implies f O 0. Invoking definition 3, we see 
that S~ z>8'. 
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T h e o r e m 7. A space & is ji-compact if and only if it is fi-countably compact 
and fi-realcompact. 
P r o o f : If $ is ^-compact, then all m. p. c. are fixed and hence — 0 and 
S = 0; This implies that the sets S, £', S\ are all identical. By theorem 5, S is 
jS-countably compact. By theorem 6, $ is jS-realcompact. 
Now suppose S is /J-realcompact and /?-countably compact. Then by theorem 6, 
£ = £ ' , that is, ^ = 0. We have seen in the proof of theorem 5 that a space is [3-
countably compact if and only there does not exist a function / € B such that / t > 0 ; 
in other words, if and only if $ = 0. Thus our hypotheses allow us to write = 
= &\J'*$i)§> = # and hence £ is /J-compact. 
5. Baire functions and the ¿-topology 
In this section we introduce the ¿-topology and indicate its relation to the 
Baire functions. Precise characterization of the sets £ ' and in terms of the 
i-topology are given. -
The zero-sets in B (or in B~) have the property that the intersection of two 
zero-sets is a zero-set. This fact permits us to introduce: 
D e f i n i t i o n 4. The i-topology on is that topology having for a base of 
its open sets the zero-sets of 
The relative ¿-topology in thus has as a base of its .open 
sets the zero-sets of B~. The ¿-topology was introduced in [5], p. 476. Proof of 
some of the statements of this section can be found in that work. 
D e f i n i t i o n 5. The class of bounded Baire functions on generated by B~ 
is the smallest class of bounded functions containing and closed under the operation, 
of taking pointwise limits. It will be denoted by i. 
Thus, if {(p„) is a sequence of functions in I and if for each x 6 <pn(x)t<p(x) 
(or <p„(x)lrp(x)) where rp is a bounded function, then qo £ I. Notice that I is an algebra 
and a lattice and, if we set II <p\] = s u p |<p(x)|, then I is a Banach space which contains 
T h e o r e m 8. The i-topology on is finer than the /?-topology. It is the coarsest 
topology in which the functions of I are continuous. The denumerable intersection 
of i-open sets is i-open. The i-topology is the coarsest topology containing the fi-topology 
in which the set is a P-space. The i-topology is strictly finer than the /?-topology 
if and only if contains infinitely many points. 
P r o o f : If Sit is jS-open and xgSl l , then, using the fact that is /¡-compact 
and hence completely regular, and that each continuous function on is in 
(theorem 4), there exists a zero set % ( / " ) , / € B, containing x and contained in Sit. 
Thus Sit is i-open. Hence the ¿-topology is finer than the /i-topology. The 
proof of the second sentence of the theorem, is to be found in [5], pp. 477—479. 
Since the denumerable intersection of zero-sets arising from is a zero-set, the 
denumerable intersection of ¿-open sets is ¿-open. This shows also that in the 
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t-topology is a P-space — see [1], 4J (4), p. 63. If is a P-space in some topology 
finer than the j?-topology, this topology will contain denumerable intersections of 
/?-open sets, hence will contain all zero-sets arising from Thus the topology 
will contain the t-topology. The proof of the last statement in the theorem follows 
after the next paragraph. 
If q> £ I, then the set % (<p) will be called a Baire set. It is easy to verify that if 
and a is a real number, the set {x: is a Baire set. One may also see 
that the family of Baire sets is closed under complementation and the formation 
of denumerable unions and intersections. The class of Baire sets is the smallest 
class closed under these operations and containing the zero-sets arising from 
Clearly all Baire sets are t-open and t-closed. Since, the /?-open cozero sets in 
constitute a base for the t-closed sets, and since these same sets are Baire sets, the 
t-closure of any set is the intersection of all Baire sets which contain it. 
If 8 is finite, so is 8" and hence B = I . Assume now that 8 has infinitely many 
points. We shall construct a Baire function q> on hence a t-continuous function, 
which assumes values arbitrarily close to 1 but which does not assume the value 1. 
Thus (p cannot be /^-continuous since 8^ is /^-compact and since the range of each 
^-continuous function is a closed set. This will prove that the ^-topology and the 
t-topology are distinct, hence that the latter is strictly finer than the former. 
We construct q>. If x,y£8~, there exists a ^-continuous function in 
such t h a t / ~ ( x ) = 0 and f (y)^0. The sets m i ^ Z i f ^ ) and S1l2 = - S l l j are 
Baire sets and at least one of them contains infinitely many points. Assume o)lt2 
is infinite and let i/^ be the characteristic function of §11!. Note that is a Baire 
function. We now split §]l2 into two non-empty Baire sets, of which the second 
oJlt3 is infinite and we let be the non-zero characteristic function of the first. 
The splitting is accomplished as follows: a)1t2, being a Baire set, is the union of 
zero sets f rom Furthermore, if x, yd§1t2, x^y, there exists a zero set contain-
ing x and not y. Continuing in this way, we construct a sequence {ij/„} of non-zero 
Baire functions satisfying, ipn'^m = 0 f ° r n^'m. Let tp — — 2~")<pn. Then q> has 
n = i . 
the properties asserted above. This concludes the proof. 
T h e o r e m 9. The set <§' is precisely the i-closure of 8. Thus S' is the intersection 
of all Baire sets containing S. Also, %f is the set of i-limit points of $ lying in S^ — S. 
The operations of forming the P-realcompactification and of forming the i-closure 
are identical. 
P r o o f . Suppose x - S ^ — S and suppose that every zero-set containing x 
meets 8. Then Thus the t-closure of <? lies in £". If now x 6 T , each zero-set 
containing x intersects <$\ This shows that the t-closure of 8 is <$'. The last statement 
in the theorem follows from theorem 6. 
T h e o r e m 10. The set § in is the i-interior of the complement of 8. The 
only Baire set containing 8' is 8^. Let <pdl and let q>' represent the restriction of 
(p to 8\ Then the map: tp — is an algebraic isomorphism from I onto the set of all 
Baire functions defined on 84 and generated by the functions of B \ 
P r o o f . The i-interior of the complement of 8 equals the complement of the 
t-closure of 8 . The preceding theorem shows that-this is 8 ^ - 8 ' - = S>. Any Baire 
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set containing Sx contains and hence contains £ ' by the preceding theorem. Thus 
the Baire set contains £.' U <T = 
The map (p — (p. is obviously a homomorphism. Suppose cp" = 0 . Thus %(cp)z5g^ 
and by the preceding paragraph, %(<p) = that is, <p = 0. Thus the map is an 
isomorphism. 
We show that the map is onto. If f \ is a Baire function of class zero on if' (hence 
continuous), there exists a unique function 6 B" such that the restriction of f ' 
to <T is / ' . I f x0££~-£\ XQS'W; hence for / £ B, the set {x : /~(x) = / ~ ( x p ) } is a 
zero-set which intersects £ and hence £ \ If {/„} is any sequence from B, there is 
a zero-set % intersecting £ on which / r ( x ) = / T ( x 0 ) , n —1,2,..., Now let {/„} 
denote a sequence of Baire functions of class 0 defined on £x and such that iiA 
pointwise. Then the associated sequence {/T} converges to a Baire function rp 
defined on and (pK = ; in fact cp" is constant on the zero-set %. Thus all Baire 
functions' of order 1 on £ '.can be obtained by the mapping process of the theorem. 
The proof can now be extended to Baire- functions of higher order, making use of 
the fact that for any sequence of such functions {i]/„}, there exists a zero-set containing 
x0 on which all functions are constant. 
.6. Pseudocompact spaces 
We define the concept of pseudocompactness and set down equivalents for i t . 
D e f i n i t i o n 6. A space £ is /?-pseudocompact if every function /€B such that 
f(x)>0 for all x££ is regular. 
In other words, there exists no function / such that /[> 0; hence 8> = 0. 
T h e o r e m 11. The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) £ = £' (or equivalently £ is i-dense in £~). 
(2) £ is /?-pseudocompact. 
(3) £ is fi-countably compact (for zero-sets). 
(4) £ intersects each non-empty zero set % ( / " ) , / £ B . 
(5) Each function in B assumes its maximum and its minimum in £. 
(6) For each / £ B, the range of f is a closed set. 
(7) / / / „ £ B, n = 1, 2 and for each x££, fn(x)\0, then /„JO uniformly on £. 
(8) Each positive linear functional F over B is a positive Daniell integral. 
(9) The map which restricts to £ each Baire function on <p-*(pj£, is an 
isomorphism. 
P r o o f . It is trivial that (1) (2). The intersection of denumerably many 
zero-sets in £ having the finite intersection property is empty if and only if there 
exists a positive singular / s u c h t ha t / [>0 . Thus (2) =>- (3). L e t / £ B , let 
and suppose / s 0. Then %>(/) = f | x £ ^ , / ( x ) ^ I In}. The zero-sets in this 
. «=1 
intersection are non-empty and have the finite intersection property. Thus 
(3) =>(4). If m a x / ~ ( x ) = a, then ae-f is singular. Thus (4) => (5.) If p is a limit 
point of the range of f then [ / — fie\ is singular. Hence (5) =>• (6). 
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Assume (6). Let {/„} be a sequence of functions such that*/„(x)|0, x ( i8 . Then 
the sequence of extended functions, {f!T}, converges monotoriely. for each x 6 
In order to show uniform convergence it will be sufficient to' show (since is 
^-compact) that x 0 £ — 8 implies / r ( x o ) | 0 . This will be done by proving that there 
exists an y in 8 such that for each n,/T(x0) = f n ( y ) . Write a„ = fiT(x0). Then |a„e — f„\ 
is singular. For a suitable sequence of constants {/?„}, /?„ > 0 (e. g., /?„ = 2~"|| ane —fn\\ ~ 
f - ' 2 j8„|ane—/n| converges uniformly hence / £ B . Since / ~ ( x 0 ) — 0, / is singular. 
n = l 
By' (6) there exists y£8 such that f ( y ) = 0. This means that fiT(x0) = f „ ( y ) for all 
n and since by hypothesis f„(y)|0, we have /T (x o ) | 0 . Thus (6) => (7). 
A positive linear functional F is called a positive Daniell integral if it has the 
property: if {/„} is a sequence such that /„(x) |0 for all x 6 8 , then Ff„\0. Now, let 
F be a positive linear functional over B. Then F is bounded, with bound.II Fll. Let 
{/„} be any sequence from B such that /„(x)l0 for all x in 8. Then (7) implies that 
f„\0 uniformly, that is, that 11/JtO. We'have therefore Ff„^\\F\\ Il/„llj0. Hence 
(7) => (8). 
Suppose the mapping cp-~(p/8 is not an isomorphism. Then there exists a 
Baire function (p and a point x0£8^ — 8 such that (p(A"0) = 1 and' (p(x) — 0 for 
x£8. Clearly x 0 € $ . Hence there exists a positive singular function / such that 
/ > 0 and f ' (x0) — 0. Assume / S c and define f„ = e — (nf A e). Then x£8 implies 
/„(x)|0. Let F be a positive linear functional defined by Fg = g€B. Then 
F/„ = 1. Thus F is not a positive Daniell integral. This means that (8) =>-(9). 
If the mapping: (p-^cp/8 is an isomorphism, the argument of the preceding 
paragraph shows.that S = 0 , hence that 8=8\ Thus (9) =>(1). The theorem is 
proved. 
For the space of all functions continuous and bounded on 8, the equivalence 
of ( 2 ) , ( 5 ) , ( 7 ) , and ( 8 ) was shown by GLICKSBERG [2] ; the relations ( 2 ) => ( 3 ) and 
( 2 ) =>• ( 5 ) have been obtained by HEWITT [4] ; the relation ( 2 ) <=> (3 ) appears in 
GILLMAN a n d JERISON [1], p ; 7 9 . 
7. Functionals and their associated measures 
As indicated before, a positive Daniell integral is a positive linear functional 
F defined over a vector lattice of functions, which is continuous with respect to 
monotone pointwise convergence of functions. That is, / , (x) l0 for each x implies 
Ffn\0. If B is a Banach space of functions of the type we have been considering, 
each positive functional F is the sum of uniquely defined positive functionals G 
and H, F — G + H, where G is a positive Daniell.integral and //.will be called a 
positive anti-integral.. For the complete discussion of this decomposition We refer 
the reader to [3]. (As one would expect, a Daniell integral is defined to be the differ-
ence of two positive Daniell integrals.) In the present work, there are two structures 
of interest with respect to Daniell integration: the algebra B of functions defined 
over 8 and the algebra I of Baire functions defined over We systematize below 
- t h e principal facts concerning the Daniell integrals over these algebras. For the 
algebra of functions defined over 8 ^ , each linear functional is a Daniell integral. 
(We remind the reader that the set of all bounded linear functionals over B is denoted 
by B * . ) 
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The mapping described in the next theorem is well known : 
T h e o r e m 12. Let I denote the Banach algebra of bounded Baire functions 
over S^. Let M* denote the closed linear manifold of Daniell integrals over I, thus 
M* c l * . If F^M*, let F/BT denote the restriction of F to the functions o /B~ . Then 
the map F -*f/B" is a vector-lattice isomorphism. The range of the map is all of 
(B~)*. The inverse mapping is the (canonical) imbedding o/.(B~)* into I*. The latter 
mapping covers I* if and only if S has a finite number of points. 
The fact that the map is a vector-lattice homomorphism is obvious. We show 
that the range is all of B*. (Since B* and (B~)* are isometrically isomorphic, we use 
the simpler notation B*.) Let / l£B*. Then there is associated to A a measure I 
defined for all Baire sets in such that for A f ~ = J f^dX. Furthermore, 
the functional A may be extended to a larger class of.functions' — which includes 
the Baire functions. Denote the extended functional by F. Then F is defined over 
I and since, as an integral, it satisfies LEBESGUE'S dominated convergence theorem, 
it is a Daniell integral. Clearly, E/BT = A. This proves the "onto" property. To 
show that the homomorphism is an isomorphism, assume that the Daniell integral 
F s O i n I*.is zero over B"\ If cp is a Baire function of the first class and / O <?>>/«" €B~, 
then the Daniell property shows that Ftp = 0; similarly for functions of higher 
order. Thus Fcp= 0 for all Baire functions cp and the map of the theorem is an iso-
morphism. 
If $ is finite, then & = and B = B" = I. Thus the canonical mapping of 
(B^)* into I* is surjective (onto). If $ is infinite, then there exists a singular Baire 
function £ feO such that £(x)=-0 for each in other words £ > 0. For example, 
the function £ = — <p, where <p is the function constructed in the last paragraph 
of the proof of theorem 8, has this property. This implies that ¿T* is not ¿-countably 
compact and hence by theorem 11 (8), there exists a linear functional over I which 
is not a Daniell integral, hence which does not belong to M*. This means that the 
canonical mapping of (B~)* into I* is not surjective. 
In the remainder of this section, F represents a linear functional over B. Assume 
F s O . With respect to the base set 6', two extreme cases arise: F is a Daniell integral 
or F is an anti-integral. On the other hand, F considered as a linear functional 
over has associated to it a countably additive measure defined for the Baire 
sets of S^. We shall say that the measure of F is concentrated'on a set si a 
if the F-measure of any Baire set lying in is zero. The question arises to as 
the extent to which the /"-measure of a Daniell integral is concentrated "close" 
to &'. The proper definition of "close" is given by the ¿-topology. We shall show 
that the measure is concentrated on the ¿-closure of S, that is, on S\ Similarly, 
we shall show that F is an anti-integral if and only if its F-measure is concentrated 
in a Baire set whose complement contains i . 
T h e o r e m 13. Let F^O be a linear functional over B. Then F is a Daniell 
integral if and only if the F-measure of each Baire set in § = — §' is zero. Thus 
the measure of F is concentrated on each Baire set containing i . 
P r o o f . Suppose that the F-measure of each Baire set in — is zero. Let 
L € B, f„{x)\0, x(L<S. Then the set = {x:/,P(x)lO, x 6 is a Baire set including 
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8, hence including 8'. Its complement is a Baire set which lies in I. 'Since the F-
measure. of this complement is zero, an application of LEBESGUE'S convergence 
theorem and the fact that = SitU (8~ - Sit) shows that FfjO.Thus P i s a Daniell 
integral. 
Now, assume that the linear functional P is a Daniell integral. Let fi be the 
measure associated to F and let cp represent any bounded Baire function.. Then 
F may be extended to all of I by means of the formula F(p=j cpclp. According to 
the theory, of the Daniell integral, if q>t(x) — cp2(x) for each x^S, F<px =F(p2. Now 
let Sit represent any Baire set lying in $ and let be its characteristic function. 
Then Xgj\i(x)—® for x in 8 and hence F/ 911= 0. Thus §11 has F-measure equal to 
zero. This proves the theorem. 
Let M* denote the closed linear manifold of Daniell integrals; and let N* 
denote the closed linear manifold of anti-integrals. We have indicated that B* 
is the direct sum of these two manifolds: B* = M * 0 N * . 
. T h e o r e m 14. Let 0 be in B*. Then F is an anti-integral — F £ N * — 
if and only if there exists a Baire set Sit lying in <§_j = 8^ — 8' such that the measure 
of F is concentrated on Sit. 
P r o o f . Let F ^ O be a linear functional over B whose measure is concentrated 
on a Baire set S l t c S . Let F = G + H where G 6 M * and H£ N*. Since F s G , 
the measure of G is concentrated on Sit and the G-measure of 8~ — §)It is zero. 
Since G is a Daniell integral, the G-measure of Sit is zero by theorem 13. Thus 
G = 0 and F=H, that is, P £ N * . 
Assume next that F £ N*. Let us suppose first that every zero-set from 
which lies in S is of P-measure zero. L e t / „ € B , n = 1,2, ..., and suppose /„(x)|0, 
x £8. Let sir = {x: /T (x ) ^ 2 " r for all«}. Then sir is the intersection of denumerably 
many zero sets hence is a zero-set. Note that si ra8~~ — 8', thus the F-measure 
of sir is zero. Now,Jif we write si = {x:fiT(,x)\ Q, x£8^}, then si = \Jsir. Thus 
r = 1 
si is a Baire set lying in 8^ — 8 and the F-measure of si is zero. By LEBESGUE'S 
theorem, Ffn\0. Thus P i s a Daniell integral. Since F£N* , P = 0 . We conclude that 
if F ? i 0 and F £ N * , there exist zero-sets in 8 ^ — 8 ' of non-zero F-measure. 
Suppose % is such a zero-set and suppose the P-measure of % is a. Then since 
F > 0 , we have 0 < a S P e . Let be the supremum of all values a so obtained. Let 
%>l be any zero-set whose P-measurable exceeds XJ2. Let yA be the characteristic 
function of and define Fl by F , / = F y ^ f f ^ B . (In this context, we write indiscri-
minately Ff and P p . ) t h e n F, 6 B* and since F^F1 > 0 , P ^ N * . Note that the 
measure of P t is concentrated on -which is a Baire. set whose complement con-
tains 8. If P— Px = 0, the theorem is proved. 
Suppose F-Fx # 0; write Kl = F- Fx. We have ^ > 0 and A ^ N * . Note 
that the measure of K t is concentrated on the complement of Let X2 be the 
supremum of all values a, where a represents the ^ -measu re of an arbitrary zero-, 
set lying in 8^ — 8'. Then 0 < A 2 < 2 _ 1 A 1 . Let %2 be any zero-set in S — % l whose 
-measure exceeds A2/2. Let y2 denote the characteristic function of %>2 and define 
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Ei by F2f=Ka2f, / € » . Then F2 GB*, and since K^F2> 0, F2e N*. Write 
K2 = Ki — F2 = F—(Fl + F2). Note that the measure of K2 is concentrated on 
the complement of U%>2 • It is now clear how to construct the objects. F„, K„ , %„, 
X„, and X„, « = 3, 4, . . . . If for.any n, Kn = 0 the theorem is proved. Otherwise we 
have for all n, K„ZN*, K„ = F—(F1 + . . . + F„) and the supremum X„ of the K„-
measure of zero-sets in g ^ — g ' satisfies A„<2- ( " - 1 ) / l 1 , hence 0. Also the 
measure of K„ is concentrated on the complement of U ... U%>„. Let AT. = F— 2 ^V 
Clearly A ^ N * , Since the Admeasure of any zero set in is inferior 
" IWIQB: oo 
to Xn, it is zero. Thus by the argument given earlier, K—Q and F— 2 F„. Note 
that the measure of F is concentrated on the set U which is a Baire set and 
i i . i 
lies in — This concludes the proof. 
9. Realcompactness. and the Baire funtions 
Given the set and the algebra I of bounded Baire functions over one 
may consider compactification questions of with respect to I (just as at the 
outset we compactified g with respect to B). Natural questions are: is ¿-real-
compact, i-countably compact, ¿-compact. It has already been shown that is 
not ¿-countably compact, hence not ¿-compact (theorem 12) if it is infinite. We show 
now that is ¿-realcompact. This will be achived by showing that there are no 
free weak maximal positivé cones in I (see theorem 6). 
T h e o r e m 15. The algebra of bounded Baire functions over f f " possesses no 
free weak maximal positive cones. Thus the space g^ is i-realcompact. 
P r o o f . Suppose © is a free w. m. p. c. in I. Then it is easy to see that © 0 B " 
is a m. p. c. in (Proof. Since © is a m. p. c., then ç>£I implies by the proof of 
theorem 2 that there exists a unique number X such that \<p — Xe^\ is in It is easy 
to see that © fl is a p. c. in Suppose it is not maximal. Then there exists a 
m. p. c. 3) in properly including © f] B"\ Thus there is in 35 a function 
w i t h / " N o w for some X^O, Ae~\ is in © hence in ©HB"\ hence 
in 3). Since — and are in the m. p. c. ¿5, |A| e is in 55 which is absurd. 
Hence © D B ~ is a m. p. c.) Since is /¡-compact, there exist a point x 0 £ g ~ 
such that © f l B " consists precisely of the positive singular functions such 
/~(*o) = Q. 
Since © is free, there is a Baire function ' rp in © such that cp(xp)>0. The set 
{x: rp(x) = (p(x0)} is a Baire set, hence contains a zero set % such that Let 
/ " S O be so chosen that %(f~) = %>. T h e n / ~ £ © n B ~ . T h u s / " + 956© and also 
(/"" + q>) > 0 on hence © is not weak. This contradiction shows that © does 
not exist. Hence g ~ is-c-realcompact. 
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